2013 63 LAND ROVER DISCOVERY 3.0 4 SDV6 HSE 5D
255 BHP DIESEL
7 SEATER, PAN ROOF, SAT NAV
£21,990.00

- Engine Size (in ccm): 2,993
- Fuel: Diesel
- Mileage: 51,086 Miles
- Model Year: 2013
- Power: 255 BHP
- Transmission: Automatic

Description
LAND ROVER DISCOVERY 4 SDV6 3.0 HSE 8 SPEED AUTO IN FUJI WHITE WITH FULL BLACK HEATED LEATHER SEATS, IVORY HEADLINING WITH FRONT ELECTRIC SUNROOF AND PANORAMIC GLASS SUNROOF IN THE REAR, TIMED CLIMATE CONTROL, TOUCHSCREEN SAT NAV, DAB RADIO WITH MULT MEDIA INPUT, BLUETOOTH AUDIO, HARMAN KARDON PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM, REAR VIEW CAMERA, FRONT ELECTRIC HEATED SEATS WITH DRIVERS MEMORY FUNCTION, REAR HEATED SEATS, MULTI FUNCTION STEERING WHEEL WITH PADDLE SHIFT, TWIN ZONE CLIMATE CONTROLLED A-C, FRONT HEATED WINDSCREEN, KEYLESS ENTRY WITH TOUCH BUTTON START, AUTOMATIC XENON HEADLIGHTS, CRUISE CONTROL, ALL TERRAIN RESPONSE, PIANO GLOSS BLACK TRIM, FRONT AND REAR PARKING SENSORS, 7 SEATS, POWER FOLDING MIRRORS, AUTOMATIC DIMMING REAR VIEW MIRROR, 20" 10 SPOKE ALLOYS, EXTENDED BLACK ROOF RAILS, RUNNING BOARDS, PRIVACY GLASS, MUD FLAPS, COLOUR CODED BODY STYLING, GREAT SERVICE HISTORY 'Global' closing of front-rear windows, 20" 10 split spoke alloy wheels, 3rd cupholder in row 1, ABS + EBD + EBA, Accessory socket in rear, Active roll mitigation, Auto climate
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control, Bluetooth telephone connectivity, Body coloured bumpers, Body coloured rear applique panel, Body coloured wheel arches, Bright pack - Discovery, CBC - (Cornering brake control), Complex 35-30-35 2nd row seat, Cruise control, Cup holders, Curtain airbags, DAB Digital radio, Diesel particulate filter, Driver-Front Passenger airbags, DSC - Dynamic Stability Control, Elec heated + adjust door mirrors, Electric front sunroof and fixed rear glass, Electric height-reach adjustable steering column, Electric steering column lock, Electronic air suspension-variable ride height, Electronic parking brake, Electronic traction control, Engine immobiliser, Extended roof rails, Front and rear electric windows, Front and rear head airbags, Front park distance control, Gradient acceleration control, Heated seats front and rear, Heated windscreen + washer jets, Hill descent control, Hill start assist, Illuminated vanity mirrors, Interior mood lighting, iPod connection, Isofix, Keyless entry, Leather steering wheel, Loadspace cover, Locking wheel nuts, Luggage net, Noble plate finish, Oberon finish door handles, Parking heater, PAS, Power foldback door mirrors, Premium navigation including voice and TMC with touch screen, Privacy glass (to rear of B post), Push button starter, Rear park distance control, Rear view camera, Remote locking, Roll stability control, Seatbelt warning, Split fold rear seat (65-35), Steering wheel mounted audio controls, Tailgate wash-wipe, Terrain Response, Third row map lights, Titan finish two bar grille, Trip computer, Volumetric anti theft alarm, Windsor leather pack - Discovery
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**Interior/Comfort**

Cruise Control

**About Us**

A690 SPECIALIST CARS At A690 Specialist Cars you have located the right car dealership if you are looking for a Specialist Car at an affordable price that will give you value for money. At A690 Specialist Cars we pride ourselves that every car that you view on this web site has been hand picked. We have hand picked every car for one reason and one reason only in that the car represents exceptional value for money and that the car has been through a full vehicle health check by our fully qualified vehicle technician advising us that the car is worthy of been sold by ourselves. Once the car has been through our vehicle health check then any mechanical work identified will be carried out, then the car is professionally valeted and the car is put up for sale on our forecourt. We pride ourselves on the quality of our cars and ask that you come and look for yourself that our cars actually do represent exceptional value for money. Come and take a test drive and see for yourself that you can get quality at affordable prices. You can find us just off junction 62 on the A1 motorway. From junction 62 head towards Sunderland and we are 200 yards on the right hand side right next door to the Shell petrol station. Come to the people who really do sell Specialist Cars that are of the highest quality and great value for money. A690 Specialist Cars the dealership that really does go that extra mile to meet it's customers expectations.

---

**Find out more**

Visit our [Showroom](#) for more vehicles.

Scan this code with your smartphone to get more information

---
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